Appendix 4: Additional Resources

Human Rights under Strain

Immigration and Travel

Update on Visas for Medical Professionals, U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Consular Affairs

Immigration Equality - COVID-19 Alert Information and Updates, Immigration Equality

LGBT Issues

Coronavirus Information, National LGBT Cancer Network

COVID-19 Information For People Living with HIV - 03/16/2020, California Office of AIDS

What to Know About HIV and COVID-19, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

FAQ: Documents and Protections for LGBTQ People and Their Families During COVID-19 Crisis,
National Center for Lesbian Rights

Public Life and Social Welfare

Elections and Voters Rights

2020 State Primary Election Dates, National Conference of State Legislatures

Election Emergencies, National Conference of State Legislatures

https://www.vote.org/absentee-voting-rules/, Vote.org

General public health law related to COVID-19

Health Justice Strategies To Combat COVID-19: Protecting Vulnerable Communities During A Pandemic, Benfer, Emily A. & Lindsay F. Wiley, Health Affairs (March 19, 2020)

Global Health and the Law, Lawrence O. Gostin, J.D., and Devi Sridhar, Ph.D., New England Journal of Medicine (May 1, 2014)

NCSL Coronavirus (COVID-19) Resources for States, National Conference of State Legislatures


Privacy in Health Care

Information for Consumers: Privacy Rule, New York State Office of Mental Health

Emergency law

Public Health Emergency Law (PHEL), CDC Train

Issue 3 | Emory University School of Law | Atlanta, GA, Emory Law Journal

Responsibilities in a Public Health Emergency, National Conference of State Legislatures

CDC and NIH resources

Legal Authorities for Isolation and Quarantine | Quarantine, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Order for Quarantine Under Section 361 of the Public Health Service Act 42 Code of Federal Regulations Part 70 (Interstate), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Specific Laws and Regulations Governing the Control of Communicable Diseases | Quarantine, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Resources on state law

State Quarantine and Isolation Statutes, National Conference of State Legislatures

Coronavirus and the courts, National Conference of State Legislatures

State Law in a Pandemic Response, National Conference of State Legislatures

State Data and Policy Actions to Address Coronavirus, Kaiser Family Foundation (April 16, 2020)

Resources on quarantine law


A Coronavirus Quarantine in America Could Be a Giant Legal Mess, Price, Polly J., The Atlantic (February 16, 2020)

Origins of Federal Quarantine and Inspection Laws, Harvard Law School

Raising the Yellow Flag: State Variation in Quarantine Laws, Katz, Rebecca, PhD, MPH, Andrea Vaught, MPH, Adrienne Formentos, MS, and Jordan Capizola, Journal of Public Health (July 1, 2019)

Ensuring Compliance With Quarantine by Undocumented Immigrants and Other Vulnerable Groups: Public Health Versus Politics, Rothstein, Mark A., JD and Christine N. Coughlin, JD, American Journal of Public Health (September 2019)

Employment rights
COVID-19 and Your Workplace Rights: Caring for Yourself and Your Family (Including FAQs), A Better Balance (March 19, 2020)
Resources for Workers Impacted by COVID-19, AFLCIO
COVID-19 and the American Workplace, U.S. Dept of Labor
Coronavirus: What You Need to Know, National Governors Association
State Workforce Agencies Respond to Coronavirus (COVID-19), National Association of Workforce Agencies
Resources for Policymakers to Support Workers During the Coronavirus Pandemic, National Employment Law Project
The Upshot: Who Qualifies for Paid Leave Under the New Coronavirus Law, Claire Cain Miller, N.Y. Times (March 19, 2020)
New Paid Leave for COVID-19 | Paid Family Leave, New York State
Which Companies Still Aren't Offering Paid Sick Days?, Roselyn Miller et al., Better Life Lab (April 2, 2020)
Supporting Food Service and Preparation Workers during the COVID-19 Pandemic, Anuj Gangopadhyaya and Elaine Waxman, Urban Institute (March 2020)

Housing and Eviction
COVID-19 and Changing Eviction Policies Around the Nation, Princeton University, Eviction Lab
Special Relief for those Potentially Impacted by COVID-19, U.S. Department of Veterans’ Affairs
We Need a Country-Wide Moratorium on Water Shutoffs Amid Coronavirus, Food and Water Watch
Health Justice Strategies To Combat COVID-19: Protecting Vulnerable Communities During A Pandemic, Emily A. Benfer & Lindsay F. Wiley, (March 2020)
COVID-19: Coronavirus and Housing/Homelessness, National Low Income Housing Coalition
Rural Development COVID-19 Response, U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Rural Development
The Economy Under Lock-down

Contracts during COVID-19

ICC Force Majeure and Hardship Clauses - ICC, International Chamber of Commerce

US Courts during COVID-19

Judiciary Preparedness for Coronavirus (COVID-19), United States Courts